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Section 9.1

Purpose

These procedures address transfers of new and existing cases including: placement disruptions,
agency downsizing, license transfers, and court ordered transfers. In Cook County these
procedures shall work in tandem with the Cook County Case Assignment Protocol.
Case transfer requirements are established in order to ensure:
o

that cases are transferred in a timely manner between regions, sites, field offices,
and workers;

o

that the provision of services is not interrupted;

o

that cases accepted by receiving offices contain the information needed for
service provision and case management;

o

that the cost of services is equitably distributed among regions; and

o

when the responsibility for a family is split between offices, to ensure that each
office understands its service responsibilities, payment responsibilities, planning
responsibilities and reporting responsibilities.

Section 9.2

Definitions

"Child service case" means a case which is open on MARS/CYCIS because the Department has
assumed legal responsibility for a child.
"Family", when used in the context of this procedure, refers to the child's "legal" family meaning
either the child's birth family or adoptive family.
"Family service case" means a case, which is open on MARS/CYCIS because the Department is
providing services, either directly or by purchase of service, to the family.
"Fiscal and planning responsibility" means the responsibility for arranging for and paying for
purchased services; for ensuring that the court receives service plans, supplemental petitions, and
other required notices; for ensuring that the client service planning requirements are implemented,
and for ensuring that eligibility redeterminations are done. If a child is placed outside of the area
served by the office with fiscal and planning responsibility, the placing office is also responsible
for assuring that the placement complies with Department Rule 301, Placement and Visitation
Services.
"Parent" when used in the context of this procedure, refers to the child's "legal" parent meaning
either the child's birth parent or adoptive parent.
“Payment/monitoring only case" means a case which is open on MARS/CYCIS in order to make
payments or to record staff time spent providing services to another agency or individual.
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"Placement supervision" means the responsibility for supervising the placement of a child rests
with one field office while another field office retains fiscal and planning responsibility for the
case. Placement supervision includes responsibility for:
o

ensuring that the placement meets Departmental licensing or approval standards, as
appropriate;

o

drafting the child's portions of the service plan (CFS 497, Parts II (child) and III) and
submitting them to the office which retains fiscal and planning responsibility. In addition,
the placement supervision worker may, with supervisory approval, attend the case review
in unusual or sensitive cases or when the worker's presence will greatly aid case planning;

o

ensuring that the child's parts of the service plan are implemented, including the child’s
needs outlined by the HealthWorks lead agency and/or medical case management agency;

o

providing information about the child's income for eligibility redeterminations and
submitting this information to the office which retains fiscal and planning responsibility;

o

making arrangements for the child
-

to attend administrative case reviews, when appropriate;

-

to visit with his or her parents as required by the service plan;

o

complying with the recording requirements; and

o

completing the required worker contacts with the child and substitute care provider.

"Transfer" means fiscal and planning responsibility for a case which is open on CYCIS is
changed, via a CFS 1425, Change of Status Form, from one region, site, or field office to
another or from a purchase of service agency to the Department or to another purchase of service
agency. A different worker is assigned when a case is transferred.
Section 9.3 General Principles Applicable to All Case Transfers
a)

Responsible Worker

A case is not officially transferred until it is transferred in CYCIS. The sending caseworker has
responsibility for serving the case until that time. If a case is in a worker’s/agency’s name in
CYCIS, they are responsible for providing services on that case. The receiving team is
responsible for the case at the point the transfer is made in CYCIS. In addition, the sending
worker must attend all court hearings and Administrative Case Reviews (ACR’s) scheduled to
occur 30 calendar days after the case is transferred in CYCIS, as well as completion of all
required CERAPs in accordance with Procedures 315, Appendix A. All case transfers must
have a face-
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to-face staffing within five working days of the transfer, and should include the child, caregiver,
and family whenever possible.
b)

Contents of Transferred Case Record
1)

2)

c)

The Department is committed to a 'no-decline' policy for DCFS child welfare
team supervisors. When the case is assigned to the team in CYCIS the client must
be served, regardless of the quality or location of the client's case record.
Supervisors may not decline a transferred case due to problems with the case file
or service provisions. However, receiving supervisors should expect and demand
complete case files per Departmental standards for cases transferred from a
purchase of service agency under the following circumstances:
A)

a child is placed into a private institution (IPA), group home (GRH), or
emergency shelter (ERC);

B)

a child has been sentenced to more than 90 days in the Department of
Corrections (DOC);

For cases that are being transferred between POS and DCFS, or from POS to
POS, or DCFS to DCFS, the receiving agency or office will receive a CFS 497
Client Service Plan and the original complete case record. In some cases when
an agency has been ordered off a case by the court due to poor performance, there
may not be a complete case record available. The case record should be in the
format outlined in Administrative Procedure #5, Child Welfare Case Record
Organization and Uniform Recording Requirements, and will minimally
include: a case entry summary (as outlined in AP #5, Appendix B), presenting
problem, previous placement(s), services provided or attempted, all health
services information, including name and address of current primary care
physician, and results of service intervention and present care status, reason for
referral, permanency goal and service objectives.

Case Transfer Criteria (When transfers are allowed)
1)

Case transfers are allowed when:
A)

an agency has a case with which they have had a prior relationship with
the family or child, or for cases for which they are currently serving the
family either intact or in placement;

B)

an agency determines it is in the best interest of the child and family to
consolidate siblings and a consolidated placement is available (Agencies
are expected to place siblings within a single home in accordance with
DCFS Rule and Procedure 301.70 and assign the case to a single agency
worker);

C)

a child cannot be served in an appropriate foster care home by the
originally assigned agency;
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D)

a child being served intact is placed in substitute care;

E)

a case is appropriate to be transferred from a POS agency to DCFS or to
another POS agency (see Section 9.5 (a) and (b);

F)

a case is unassigned;

G)

language appropriate services are required;

H)

a child meets the criteria for specialized foster care and the agency is
unable to provide the level of care for the child.

I)

a child is moved into an institutional setting (a Placement Review Team
(PRT) staffing must be completed);

J)

a child moves into an Independent Living Only (ILO) setting;

K)

a family case is opened in one region but the family’s legal address is
another region (see Section 9.4 (c) (1);

L)

a child requires services from the Teen Pregnant/Parenting Services
Network (TPSN).

2)

For cases not covered by the above, transfers must be approved by the Regional
Administrator or designee for DCFS or the APT for POS agencies.

3)

For Cook County staff, the following conditions apply:
A)

Follow-up workers carry their cases forward to permanency, either
through reunification, adoption, private guardianship, or subsidized
guardianship. When a child is reunified with his/her family, the case will
not be transferred to a Child Protective Services (CPS) team but will
continue to be served by the same DCFS worker or private agency until
the family case is closed. Funding for reunification services is available
per the terms of the agency’s foster care contracts.

B)

There will be no transfers within Cook County based only on a change of
birth/parent address. However, when a case is to be transferred for other
reasons, the parent’s address must be considered. The address that will be
used as the basis for case assignment is the current address of the parent as
verified by a visit in the last 30 days and updated address change
documented on the CFS 1410, Case Registration/Case Opening Form. If
the parent’s address is unknown, and no address has ever been registered for
the parent, the address of the oldest sibling’s placement will be used.
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Section 9.4

Transfers of Placement Cases by the Department

This Section describes case transfers of placement cases made by the Department either to other
Department staff, offices, or regions or to private agencies.
a)

Family Case Responsibility
1)

Open Family Case
When there is an open family case, the region serving the area where the family
resides has fiscal and planning responsibility for the family case and any related
child cases. Responsibility for the family case may be transferred only when the
family moves to another region (except moves between Cook regions). The
address that will be used as the basis for case assignment is the current address of
the parent as verified by a visit in the last 30 days and an updated address change
documented by the CFS 1410, Case Registration/Case Opening Form.

2)

No Open Family Case
When there is no open family case, the region serving the area where the
child(ren) reside has full responsibility for the child case except as provided
below. (Refer to Procedures 306.4, page P 306(3), for an explanation of when a
family case can be closed while a child case remains open.)

b)

A)

Children placed in group homes or institutions are considered temporarily
absent from their residence in order to receive treatment. The DCFS office
that placed the child retains full case responsibility.

B)

If children have been placed in a pre-adoptive or adoptive home, the office
that placed the children will retain fiscal and planning responsibility. The
DCFS or POS office serving the foster home is responsible for supervision
of the pre-adoptive placement.

C)

If children have been placed out-of-state, the office that placed the
children will retain fiscal and planning responsibility. The receiving state
is responsible for placement supervision as required by the interstate
placement provisions.

Transfer of DCFS Placement Case to POS Provider
1)

When a child is stepped down into traditional foster care or relative home care
from another placement, this will be viewed as an opportunity to consolidate a
family case and a reassignment may occur. Exceptions include:
A)

Movement between traditional foster care and HMR (in either direction)
will not result in an agency reassignment. DCFS and POS agencies are to
manage this transition within their region or agency.
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2)

B)

Cook County Only- If for clinical or continuity reasons it is determined it
is not in the best interest of the child to be transferred, the DCFS Field
Services Manager or POS Intake Liaison must notify the Case Assignment
Placement Unit through a faxed CFS 906 with a note explaining the special
situation. This special process will ensure that the placement change will
not result in the reassignment of the case.

C)

In the case of HIV exposed or infected children, the administrator of the
DCFS HIV program may designate an agency that can appropriately serve
this special population. If the DCFS HIV program is involved in a case,
the HIV program, not the caseworker, should contact the Case Assignment
Placement Unit and/or the appropriate Agency Performance Team liaison.

For children who are stepped down into HMR or traditional foster care from
specialized foster care, independent living (ILO), group homes or institutions, the
transferring worker will provide case information to the receiving agency,
including a case entry summary as outlined in Appendix B of Administrative
Procedure #5. The case record will be given to the agency at the face-to-face
staffing with the sending caseworker. This transfer staffing must take place
within five working days of case transfer. It is mandatory that both the sending
and receiving caseworker coordinate this face-to-face staffing. The sending
worker will bring originals of all case material. The sending worker may retain a
copy of all case material.
A)

Cook County Cases Only
For foster care cases, the sending Regional Administrator, Field Service
Manager or their designee will review the record for appropriateness.
Workers and supervisors are not authorized to privatize cases without
appropriate approval.
If the child has siblings in the system, it is the responsibility of the sending
Field Service Manager to ensure they have been identified so the case can
be transferred to the agency serving the siblings.
For those cases that are appropriate for transfer per Section 9.3(c), the
sending Field Service Manager will contact the CAPU and forward case
material for the receiving agency (investigation, comprehensive assessment,
CFS 497 Client Service Plan, social history, current CFS 906s). When
agreement has been reached on case acceptance based on criteria listed in
Section 9.3(c), a face-to-face staffing between workers will be scheduled to
occur within five working days (the receiving worker must have a valid ID
number). The sending worker will bring originals of all case material (she
or he may retain a copy of all case material) and CFS 1425, Change of
Status Form, with the sending portion completed and signed by his or her
supervisor. The receiving worker will sign the CFS 1425 at the conclusion
of the face-
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to-face staffing. Workers should retain a copy of the CFS 1425 for their
records. The transfer information on the CFS 1425 will be forwarded to the
Department for data entry.
For movement into ILO, the case will be assigned to the POS worker
serving the ILO child(ren). It is important to note that ILO workers do not
carry family cases.
B)

Non-Cook Cases
For foster care cases, the Field Service Manager or their designee will
review the record for appropriateness.
If the child has siblings in the system, it is the responsibility of the sending
Field Service Manager to ensure they have been identified so the case can
be transferred to the agency serving the siblings.
For those cases which are appropriate for transfer per Section 9.3(c), the
sending supervisor will contact the POS intake contact and forward case
material for the receiving agency (Investigation, comprehensive
assessment, service plan, social history, current CFS 906s). When
agreement has been reached on case acceptance based on criteria listed in
Section 9.3(c), a face-to-face staffing between workers will be scheduled
to occur within five working days (the receiving worker must have a valid
ID number). The sending worker will bring originals of all case material
(she or he may retain a copy of all case material) and CFS 1425, Change
of Status Form, with the sending portion completed and signed by his or
her supervisor. The receiving worker will sign the CFS 1425 at the
conclusion of the face-to-face staffing. Each worker should retain a copy
of the CFS 1425 for his or her records. The transfer information on the
CFS 1425 will be forwarded to the Department for data entry.

c)

DCFS to DCFS Case Transfer
1)

Inter-regional Case Transfer Procedures
Cases may be transferred between non-Cook and/or non-Cook and Cook regions
when the family moves to another region. The address that will be used as the
basis for case assignment is the current address of the parent as verified by a visit
in the last 30 days and updated address change documented on the CFS 1410,
Case Registration/Case Opening Form. If the parent’s address is unknown, and
no address has ever been registered for the parent, the address of the oldest
sibling’s placement will be used. Cases will not be transferred when the child is
placed in another region. (A change in placement does not warrant a case transfer.
Cases will be transferred based on the parent’s address, regardless of court venue.
When a child is taken into protective custody in a region different than the parent’s
region, the case should be opened in the region in which the parent resides. DCP
staff should work with the appropriate regional Department
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staff to ensure case opening. For cases to be opened in Cook County, DCP should
contact CAPU. For non-Cook, DCP should contact the appropriate Field Service
Manager.
The sending Field Service Manager (FSM) or regional liaison will review the
record for appropriateness (based on criteria for transfer detailed in Section 9.3 (c)
of this Administrative Procedure. For those cases that are appropriate for interregional transfer, the FSM/regional liaison will forward a CFS 1425, with name, ID
number, and region/ site/ field of the sending worker, and the FSM signature as
approval for transfer to CAPU (Cook) or the receiving FSM (Non-Cook).
The sending FSM (non-Cook cases)/CAPU (Cook cases) will assign the case,
inform the receiving site liaison that a case has been transferred in CYCIS to a team
in their site and forward the assignment material to the site liaison. The sending
FSM (CAPU for Cook cases) should note the reason for the transfer request e.g.,
parent’s move to the receiving region.
The receiving supervisor will contact the sending supervisor to schedule a face-toface staffing between workers within five working days. The sending worker will
bring all case material in accordance with AP #5 to the staffing. If a face-to-face
staffing is not possible, all case information should be sent via certified mail to the
receiving FSM. A telephone conference call between the sending and receiving
workers should occur within five days of transfer.
2)

Inter-regional Placement Supervision
When a child(ren) is placed in Department supervised foster care outside of the
area served by the family’s office, the region serving the placement area may
provide placement supervision, without fiscal or planning responsibility for the
child(ren)’s case. Fiscal and planning responsibility remains with the family case’s
region. The placement supervision worker is responsible for:
A)

reporting their concerns to the appropriate licensing person, if there
appears to be a problem with the placement meeting Departmental
licensing or approval standards;

B)

drafting the child’s portion of the service plan (CFS 497, Parts II (child) and
III) and submitting them to the family worker. In addition, the placement
supervision worker may, with supervisory approval, attend the ACR in
unusual or sensitive cases or when the worker’s presence will greatly aid
case planning;

C)

ensuring that the child’s parts of the service plan are implemented;

D)

providing information about the child’s income for eligibility
redeterminations and submitting this information to the family worker;
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E)

making arrangements for the child;
i)

to attend administrative case reviews, court hearings, and family
meetings, when appropriate;

ii)

to visit with his/her parents/siblings as required by the service plan.

F)

complying with case recording requirements; and

G)

completing the required worker contacts with the child and substitute care
provider.
To establish placement supervision, the Field Service Manager (FSM) will
complete a CFS 1425 for worker transfer only. Do not transfer
region/site/field responsibility. The sending region/site/field will retain
fiscal and planning responsibility, but the worker in the receiving region
will get the monthly tickler and reports for the case. To establish
placement supervision in Cook County, Non-Cook regions should contact
the Case Assignment Placement Unit. To establish placement supervision
Non-Cook, the sending FSM should contact the receiving region’s FSM.
The sending FSM (CAPU for Cook cases) should note the reason for the
regional assignment, e.g. placement near the field office.

3)

Within Cook Regions: DCFS Case Transfer Procedures
There will be no transfers within Cook County based only on a change of parent
address. However, when a case is to be transferred for other reasons, the parent’s
address must be considered. The address that will be used as the basis for case
assignment is the current address of the parent as verified by a visit in the last 30
days and updated address change documented by Case Registration Form (CFS
1410). If the parent’s address is unknown, and no address has ever been
registered for the parent, the address of the oldest sibling’s placement will be
used.
The sending supervisor will review the record for appropriateness based on
criteria for transfer in Section 9.3 c. For those cases that are appropriate, a CFS
1425, with name, ID number, and region/site/field of the sending worker will be
completed and approved and signed by the Field Service Manager.
CAPU will review the case for appropriateness for transfer, assign the case,
inform the receiving site liaison that a case has been transferred in CYCIS to a
team in their site and forward the assignment material to the site liaison. If the
assignment is to a team in the same site, the sending supervisor will be expected
to give the case assignment material to the receiving supervisor.
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The receiving supervisor will contact the sending supervisor to schedule a face-toface staffing between workers within five working days and should include the
child, caregiver, and family whenever possible. The sending worker will bring all
case material in accordance with AP #5 to the staffing.
4)

Within Team Transfers
Supervisors are authorized to transfer cases within their teams. For all cases,
supervisors must enter the CFS 1425 case transfer information and ensure that a
face-to-face staffing occurs between the workers on their team and should include
the child, caregiver, and family whenever possible.

Section 9.5
a)

Transfers by Purchase of Service Agencies

POS to DCFS Case Transfers
1)

Allowable Transfers
It is the Department's intent that once HMR, traditional, or specialized foster care
cases are assigned to a private agency for casework responsibilities, private
agencies will not transfer the case back to DCFS. However, there are some
circumstances that may prove difficult for private agencies to maintain casework
responsibilities.
A private agency must transfer a case to the Department for the following
reasons:

2)

A)

a child is placed into a private institution (IPA), group home (GRH), or
emergency shelter (ERC) for more than ten days;

B)

a child has been sentenced to more than 90 days in the Department of
Corrections (DOC);

C)

the Department or the Court has determined that the best interest of the
child, family, or foster parent requires a reassignment;

D)

a child is placed in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico;

E)

a child is placed in: an Independent Living Program (ILO), including Job
Corps; a college/university living arrangement (CUS); Youth in College;
armed services duty (ASD), or Youth in Employment.

Agency Performance Team Involvement
Department Agency Performance Teams (APT) are the gatekeepers for case
transfers from private agencies to the Department. With the exception of initial
assignments backed out by the Department, no case may be transferred from a
POS agency to the Department without approval by APT. Prior to transfer, APT
will ensure that the private agency has
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indicated via their signature on the CFS 1425, that there is no conflict of interest
with the assigned case manager. Once approved for transfer by APT, the CFS
1425 and the CFS 1426, Approval for Case Transfer Form are forwarded to the
Department for case assignment and transfer. Re-assignments are based on the
parent's current address, not the child's placement location. The Agency
Performance Team (APT) or Case Assignment Placement Unit (CAPU) in Cook
cases must note the reason for assignment to the field office, e.g. child’s LAN of
origin.
3)

POS to DCFS Transfer of Children in Residential Placements
A)

The private agency worker will exhaust all available placement options for
the child before considering institution or group home placements. These
include SASS, placement System of Care (SOC) services, counseling,
diligent searches for a relative, other foster home placements within the
private agency's system, other foster homes outside the agency, etc.
(Note: If an agency locates a foster care placement within another agency,
and the other agency and foster parent agree, casework responsibility
remains with the original agency unless the casework function is approved
to be transferred by the APT).
When it is determined by the Placement Review Team (PRT) that an
Institution/Group Home/Shelter is the least restrictive setting for a child,
the private agency must transfer the case to the Department as follows:

B)

o

Emergency shelters - within ten work days of admission. A ten
work day extension may be granted by the APT Monitor if the
agency can demonstrate that they have a viable, alternative nonresidential placement.

o

Diagnostic shelters - within ten work days of admission, if the
agency does not have a viable, alternative non-residential placement.
The APT Monitor may grant an extension until ten work days after
the scheduled completion of the diagnostic assessment if the agency
can demonstrate that they have a viable, alternative non-residential
placement.

o

Long term Residential Care (in either group homes or childcare
institutions) - within ten work days of admission. There is no basis
for granting an exception. Note that residential substance abuse
treatment programs are considered short-term and the case should
remain with the POS agency for case management.

Approval for Transfer Form
i)

The private agency worker will fill out the CFS 1426, Approval
for Case Transfer Form to indicate efforts for finding alternative
placements before transferring the case back to DCFS. If the
placement is made to a residential placement, there is no
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alternative to transferring the case to DCFS. The form must be
reviewed and signed by the private agency supervisor before being
forwarded to the Agency Performance Team. At that point, the
date of the Placement Review Team staffing and name of the
person convening the staffing, as well as specific information
about the residential placement, must be written in the 'Reason for
Request to Transfer to DCFS' section of the form.
ii)

The APT will use the information on the CFS 1426, Approval for
Case Transfer Form to determine if the case may be transferred
back to DCFS. The APT will return the form to the private agency
within three working days indicating if the request for transfer has
been approved or denied.

iii)

If the request for transfer has been approved, the APT must then
fax a current CFS 906 and a CFS 1425 to the appropriate
Department staff within three working days. For Cook cases,
APT will forward the documentation to the CAPU. For non-Cook
cases, APT will contact the FSM at the appropriate field office.
The receiving FSM should approve acceptance of the case to a
particular field office (based on geo-code of origin) within three
days of contact from APT.

iv)

If the transfer is not approved, the APT may assist the private
agency in securing alternative services while maintaining case
responsibility.

v)

At the point the reassignment is complete in CYCIS the case
becomes the responsibility of the receiving team supervisor and
team.

vi)

The supervisor will assign all cases from the team's unassigned
worker ID to a case manager ID within 2 working days. The
supervisor will direct workers who have been assigned a case
transferred from a private agency to contact the private agency
worker within one working day for a transfer staffing. The POS
worker should also seek out the receiving Department worker to
arrange a face-to-face staffing and should include the child,
caregiver, and family whenever possible.

vii)

The DCFS caseworker must have a face-to-face transfer meeting
with the private agency worker within five working days of case
assignment to the team. The original case record is transferred at
this meeting. Private agencies may retain a copy of the case record.
In addition, both the sending and receiving worker will attend all
court hearings and ACR's for 30 calendar days after the case is
transferred in CYCIS.
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4)

POS to DCFS Transfers for Children Placed in Detention or the Department of
Corrections
When a child is placed in detention for less than 90 days, the case remains with
the private agency for case management services. Once the child is sentenced and
placed in the Department of Corrections and the sentence exceeds 90 days, the
private agency should initiate steps to transfer the child’s case to DCFS. If the
child is the only child involved with the private agency, both the family and child
case should be transferred to DCFS. If the agency provides services to other
siblings, the private agency retains the family case and only transfers the case of
the child in DOC.
A)

The sending agency worker must fax a CFS 1426, Approval for Case
Transfer Form, a current CFS 906, Placement/Payment Authorization
Form, and a CFS 1425 to their APT liaison within three working days.
The child’s sentencing information must be written in the 'Reason for
Request to Transfer to DCFS' section of the form and should include: the
address of the correctional facility, the sentencing date, type of crime, and
the expected duration of incarceration. In Cook County, APT will fax the
above information with a signed CFS 1426, Approval for Case Transfer
Form to CAPU within three days. For non-Cook cases, APT will contact
the FSM at the appropriate field office. The receiving FSM should
approve acceptance of the case to a particular field office (based on geocode of origin) within three days of contact from APT.

B)

At the point the reassignment is complete in CYCIS, the case becomes the
responsibility of the receiving team supervisor and team. The field office
liaison will forward the assignment material to the appropriate DCFS team
supervisor.

C)

The supervisor will assign all cases from the team's unassigned worker ID
to a case manager ID within 2 working days. The supervisor will direct
workers who have been assigned a case transferred from a private agency to
contact the private agency worker within one working day for a transfer
staffing. The POS worker should also seek out the receiving Department
worker to arrange a face-to-face staffing and should include the child,
caregiver, and family whenever possible.

D)

The DCFS caseworker must have a face-to-face transfer meeting with the
private agency worker within five working days of case assignment to the
team. The original case record is transferred at this meeting. Private
agencies may retain a copy of the case record. In addition, both the sending
and receiving worker will attend all court hearings and ACR's for 30
calendar days after the case is transferred in CYCIS.
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5)

POS to DCFS Transfers with Department or Court Intervention
Protocols governing the transfer of wards due to Department intervention must
allow for significant differences from the above protocols. Private agency staff
may not be available to ensure a smooth transition, or case records may be
incomplete or temporarily inaccessible. However, it is in the client's interests that
service delivery commence immediately. Unless specifically noted, a Department
initiated transfer may be transferred to another private agency.
For those instances where transfer is required due to intervention of the
Department:

6)

A)

Department staff will notify by telephone the designated private agency
administrator and the affected private agency's team supervisors of the
cases for impending transfer.

B)

APT staff will request that the current caseworkers immediately prepare
materials for transfer and submit a case entry summary (as outlined in AP
#5) and a CFS 1425 to APT.

C)

APT staff will coordinate reassignment of the case(s) to the Department or
another POS agency.

D)

APT may proceed with transferring cases without case records or case
materials, depending upon the severity of conditions requiring transfer, or
the likelihood that the necessary materials will be received in a timeliness
appropriate to the urgency requiring the transfer.

E)

APT teams will report progress toward effecting the necessary transfer to
their supervisor on a weekly basis.

F)

When possible, the receiving team will arrange a face-to-face transfer
staffing within five days of learning of the transfer.

Children Placed in Puerto Rico
Children in out-of-state placements will no longer be transferred to the
Department, except for children placed in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
POS agencies are expected to continue to monitor the case, interface with the
Interstate Compact office, and move the case to permanency as appropriate. For
children placed in Puerto Rico through an Interstate Compact:
A)

The sending agency worker must fax a CFS 1426 Approval for Case
Transfer Form, a current CFS 906, and a CFS 1425 to their APT liaison
within three working days of approval of the interstate compact. Prior to
transfer, the child will have been placed in the out-of-state placement, an
approved interstate compact will be completed,
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and a completed CFS 490-1 Interstate Compact Report on Child’s
Placement Status Form must be submitted to the Interstate Compact
office. APT will fax the above information with a signed Approval for
Case Transfer Form to the receiving FSM within three working days.

7)

B)

At the point the reassignment is complete in CYCIS, the case becomes the
responsibility of the receiving team supervisor and team. The field office
liaison will forward the assignment material to the appropriate DCFS team
supervisor.

C)

The supervisor will assign all cases from the team's unassigned worker ID
to a case manager ID within 2 working days. The supervisor will instruct
workers who have been assigned a case transferred from a private agency to
contact the private agency worker within one working day for a transfer
staffing. The POS worker should also seek out the receiving Department
worker to arrange a face-to-face staffing and should include the child,
caregiver, and family whenever possible.

D)

The DCFS caseworker must have a face-to-face transfer meeting with the
private agency worker within five working days of case assignment to the
team. The original case record is transferred at this meeting. Private
agencies may retain a copy of the case record. In addition, both the sending
and receiving worker will attend all court hearings and ACR's for 30
calendar days after the case is transferred in CYCIS.

Children in College/University Scholarship (CUS), Youth in College, Armed
Services Duty (ASD), or Youth in Transition Living Arrangements
When a child resides in one of the above living arrangements, the POS agency
should initiate steps to transfer the child’s case to DCFS, except for movement
into ILO. For children in ILO placements, the case will be assigned to the POS
worker serving the ILO child(ren). If the child is the only child involved with the
private agency, both the family and child case should be transferred to DCFS.
ILO workers do not carry family cases. If the agency provides services to other
siblings, the private agency retains the family case and only transfers the case of
the child in a CUS, ASD, or YIT living arrangement.
A)

The sending agency worker must fax a CFS 1426, Approval for Case
Transfer Form, a current CFS 906, and a CFS 1425. In Cook County,
APT will fax the above information with a signed Approval for Case
Transfer Form to CAPU within three days. For non-Cook cases, APT will
contact the FSM at the appropriate field office. The receiving FSM should
approve acceptance of the case to a particular field office (based on geocode of origin) within three days of contact from APT.
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b)

B)

At the point the reassignment is complete in CYCIS, the case becomes the
responsibility of the receiving team supervisor and team. The field office
liaison will forward the assignment material to the appropriate FSM.

C)

The supervisor will assign all cases from the team's unassigned worker ID
to a case manager ID within 2 working days. The supervisor will instruct
workers who have been assigned a case transferred from a private agency to
contact the private agency worker within one working day for a transfer
staffing. The POS worker should also seek out the receiving Department
worker to arrange a face-to-face staffing and should include the child,
caregiver, and family whenever possible.

D)

The DCFS caseworker must have a face-to-face transfer meeting with the
private agency worker within five working days of case assignment to the
team. The original case record is transferred at this meeting. Private
agencies may retain a copy of the case record. In addition, both the sending
and receiving worker will attend all court hearings and ACR's for 30
calendar days after the case is transferred in CYCIS.

POS to POS Transfers
Prior to transferring a case, the private agency should conduct a review to ensure a child’s
case will be transferred to an objective decision-maker.
Agencies are to search within their system for an appropriate foster home match for the
child. Siblings will be placed together in compliance with Rule 301.70. In the event an
agency cannot secure an appropriate placement within its own system, it is responsible
for securing an appropriate placement within another agency. Case management does not
need to be transferred to the licensing agency. Case management may remain with the
assigned agency if agreed to by the licensing agency.
Both the sending and receiving agency will be responsible for finalizing and submitting the
service plan to the court and attending any court hearings and/or ACRs which occur within
30 days of transfer, unless the receiving agency agrees in writing to take sole responsibility
for all aspects of the case.
1)

The sending agency worker must fax a CFS 1426, Approval for Case Transfer
Form, a current CFS 906, and a CFS 1425 to their APT liaison within three days
of identification of a receiving agency. The sending agency must provide
documentation of the reason for transfer, including: an opportunity to consolidate
a case; the need for specialized foster care; or an inability to locate an
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appropriate placement within their own agency. In Cook County, APT will fax
the above information with a signed CFS 1426, Approval for Case Transfer
Form, to CAPU within three days.

c)

2)

The receiving caseworker must have a face-to-face transfer meeting with the
sending worker within five working days of case assignment. The receiving worker
must be fully informed as to the reason for the transfer and verify all critical facts
underlying the decision-making. The original case record is transferred at this
meeting. The sending agency may retain a copy of the case record. In addition,
both the sending and receiving worker will attend all court hearings and ACR's for
30 calendar days after the case is transferred in CYCIS.

3)

If the transfer results in a change of placement for the child, a placement plan
should be agreed to in writing and approved by appropriate supervisory staff of
the two agencies and the APT liaison. The original plan should be filed in the
child’s record and a copy maintained by the sending agency.

Transfers Within Agencies/DCFS Regions
DCFS regions and agencies are responsible for keeping the case assignment data
in CYCIS accurate. Agencies have the right and responsibility to transfer cases
within their caseload as appropriate.
1)

APTs transfer cases within private agencies. Cases assigned to an agency's
unassigned ‘intake ID’ must be reassigned to a worker within 48 hours

2)

DCFS regions transfer cases within their region.

3)

For Cook County cases, CAPU is responsible for data entry of POS to DCFS and
POS to POS transfers. Non-Cook, APT data enters POS to DCFS and POS to
POS transfers.

Section 9.6

Intact to Placement Case Transfers – Cook County

When children served as an intact family case are taken into Department custody, the child’s
case will be transferred to a Department or purchase of service agency child welfare services
team as described below.
a)

When children in active intact family cases are being screened into court, the screening
worker is to assemble a case-opening packet comprised of copies of the following
documents:
1)

A completed CANTS 19, Data Sheet listing all children who are being screened
into court and any who may already be in Department care.

2)

A completed CFS 1410, Case Registration Form

3)

A completed CFS 1425, Change of Status Form
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4)

A CFS 906 for each child placed. There will be no CFS 906 for children who are
not in protective custody (pc) and whose cases are being screened for future dates.
The placing worker is responsible for submitting the CFS 906 within twenty-four
hours of placement.

5)

A completed CFS 1425L, Legal Maintenance Form, for each child
These packets must be routed to CAPU immediately upon deciding to screen the
case. It is mandatory that the Department be notified that the case being opened
involves a family case that is active with a Child Protective Services (CPS)
team/provider.

b)

After checking to assure that each packet is complete, CAPU will determine the DCFS
team or private agency to which the case will be assigned. The case will be assigned to
the POS agency that served the intact family, provided the agency has the appropriate
foster care services. CAPU will fax the case-opening packet to the DCFS or private
agency liaison.

c)

When a child protection investigator (DCP) takes protective custody of children involved
with a child protection services (CPS) family team, DCP must contact CAPU
immediately for case assignment and placement. DCP is responsible for completing a
diligent search. Although CPS workers may be able to provide pertinent information on
viable relative placements, it is DCP's responsibility to secure the placement. For
traditional placements, DCP will follow the procedures outlined in the case assignment
for placement cases .A placement team is not responsible for case management or
placement services until it contacted by CAPU.

d)

Immediately following screening with the State’s Attorney’s Office, the screening
worker must call CAPU to inform them of the screening outcome, including whether or
not the case was accepted for court and, if so, the date, time and location of the temporary
custody (TC) hearing.
When a case is accepted for court intervention, CAPU will notify the DCFS team or
private agency of the date, time and location of the TC Hearing. Both the CPS worker
and the placement worker will be expected to appear at the TC Hearing. When a case is
rejected by the State’s Attorney’s office, CAPU will delete the assignment.

e)

The CPS worker will bring copies of the following to the TC Hearing:
1)

A completed CANTS 19, Data Sheet listing all children who are being screened
into court and any who may already be in Department care.

2)

A CFS 906 for each child placed. There will be no CFS 906 for children who are
not in PC and whose cases are being screened for future dates.

3)

A CFS 2010, Placement Clearance Agreement, for each child placed.

4)

The most recent CFS 1441, Child Endangerment Risk Assessment Protocol
(CERAP).

5)

All indicated investigations in the case record.

6)

The Comprehensive Assessment and any updates.
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7)

The most recent service plan (CFS 497).

8)

Health screening packets for any children already in custody, including Medicaid
eligibility card, signed forms CFS 425, Routine and Ordinary Health and
Dental Care, CFS 653, HealthWorks Health Services Encounter form, CFS
650, Health Passport and CFS 600-3, Release of Information.

9)

Infant care equipment voucher, if applicable.

10)

Clothing vouchers for each child placed.

11)

The completed Burgos forms, if applicable.

The CPS worker is to discuss the case with the placement worker while at court for the
TC hearing. The documentation listed above is to be given to the placement worker at
that time.
f)

Immediately following the TC Hearing, the CPS worker is to fax a completed copy of
the CFS 462-1, Temporary Custody Hearing Results Form and a completed CFS
1425L, Legal Maintenance Form to CAPU. If DCFS has received custody of at least
one child, CAPU will open the children’s cases and transfer them to the placement
agency/team. In cases where PC was not taken, and therefore CFS 906's had not been
completed, completed CFS 906s must also be faxed to CAPU. The family case will
remain assigned to the CPS worker. Until the family case is transferred to the placement
team/agency, the CPS worker retains primary responsibility for the case. The CPS
worker will also be responsible for ensuring that the children receive an initial preplacement health screen. If custody was not granted, CAPU will delete the child
placement case assignment.

g)

During the time between the assignment of the children’s case to the placement
team/agency and the transfer of the family case, a transition of relationship and
responsibility must occur. During the transitional period, the placement worker is to be
responsible for parent/child visitation and tasks related to the children in substitute care.
This transition is to occur as follows:
1)

Within one week of placement the CPS worker/provider is to meet with the
placement worker to plan for the transition of case responsibility. The CPS
worker will be responsible for completing or updating the comprehensive
assessment. The placement worker will be responsible for those elements of the
comprehensive assessment that pertain to the children in care.

2)

The family service plan will be completed at the 30-day supervisory staffing
convened by the placement supervisor. The family case is to be transferred to the
placement worker at this time. At this point the placement worker assumes
primary case responsibility. The CPS worker is to give the placement worker a
copy of the file at this point

.
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3)

h)

The CPS worker and the placement worker are to attend all court hearings that
occur during this transition phase as well as the 55-day Family Conference in
Juvenile Court.

A more specific delineation of responsibility during the transition from intact to
placement is as follows:
CPS worker responsibilities
1)

Complete CFS 458-A, Affidavit of Relationship, including CANTS and LEADS
checks when appropriate

2)

Contact the HealthLine (1-800-KID-4345) to schedule an initial health screening;
ensure the initial health screening is completed; and fill out the investigator’s
portions of the HealthWorks Encounter Form and Health Passport, including and
psychiatric and psychotropic medication needs

3)

Ensure all signed copies of valid consents are in the record

4)

Place children (HMR cases only)

5)

Complete post placement CERAP (HMR cases only)

6)

Provide the Medical Card, Clothing Voucher, and Infant Equipment voucher to
the foster parent or placement worker

7)

Complete CFS 1440, Family Assessment Worksheet

8)

Complete Eligibility IIIs

9)

ensure all custody and visitation orders are in the record

10)

If appropriate, provide documentation that the diligent search protocol has been
followed.

11)

Together with the placement worker, complete or update the comprehensive
assessment

12)

Together with the placement worker and parent, complete the initial postplacement CFS 497 service plan at the 30-day supervisory staffing.

13)

Complete written case transfer summary.

Placement Worker Responsibilities
1)

Identify appropriate placement for non-HMR cases

2)

Place child(ren) in non-HMR foster home(s)
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3)

Assure that parent-child and sibling visitations occur according to DCFS policy
and any relevant court orders

4)

Obtain birth certificates and immunization records

5)

Obtain pertinent education records

6)

Follow up on any medical and/or psychological needs not addressed in an initial
health screening, pertaining to the child as identified during the initial health
screening.

7)

Attend to all needs related to the placement

8)

Together with the CPS worker, complete or update the comprehensive assessment

9)

Together with the CPS worker and parent, complete the initial post-placement
CFS 497-service plan at the 30-day supervisory staffing. It is critical that the CPS
worker and the placement worker maintain close communication during the
transition period.

10)

Instruct the placement provider (foster parent, relative caregiver or group
home/institution) to call the HealthLine (1-800-KID-4345) to select a primary
care physician and to schedule a comprehensive health evaluation, which is to
occur within 21 days of custody.
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